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Preliminary remarks (1) 
A few general remarks on the use of econometric models 
in solving problems of economic policy may help to clarify 
the method and purpose of our analysis. 
a) Econometric models can indicate which statistical 
data ought to be collected in order to produce the informa-
tion we need on the economic structures and processes in 
which we are interested. Also the requirements which have to 
be satisfied in order to aggregate or compare data are the-
reby clarified. 
b) Econometric models make it possible to compute the 
values of aggregated and sophisticated variables (like the 
total employment, the rate of growth of an industry, and so 
on) on the basis of values of elementary variables (labour 
and capital coefficients, etc.). Therefore on the basis of 
guesses on the elementary variables we can project future 
values of the other variables. This is an important result 
inasmuch as the values that the elementary variables are li 
kely to assume can be visualized by technicians, while the 
values of the aggregated and derived variables are diffi-
cult to forecast. 
(l) The author wishes to acknowledge the contribution of T. 
Cozzi. The researches which have made possible the ap-
plication of the model have been carried on by some re-
search workers of IRES (Turin). In particular the resear 
ches on the ecological areas have been directed by A. 
Detragiache who has developed the conceptual framework 
as well as the methods; the researches on industrial ac: 
tivities by G. Bodrato; those on agriculture by G.Maspo 
li; the demographic analyses by M. Panero; those on pu-
blic administrations by A. Prele and the researches on 
tourism and infrastructures by C.S. Bertuglia. 
On many elementary variables various sets of guesses 
may look reasonable. Econometric and statistical analyses 
are not always adequate to produce projections of the values 
of some coefficients and exogeneous variables. That is the 
case when such values depend on political decisions or are 
the result of technical innovations. We are then obliged to 
consider various sets of reasonable guesses. The econome-
tric models will clarify the economic and demographic impli 
cations of each of these sets. 
c) When the objectives of economic policy can be ex-
pressed by the values of some magnitude that has to be rea-
ched or to be maximized, the econometric model can be trans 
formed into a mathematical programming model (decision mo-
del)« Then, according to the structure of the model,we must 
find out the values of some unknowns or the shape of some 
relations which maximise some function or functional. 
Input-output models are particularly useful for the 
purposes pointed out under b) and c). To understand how the 
se models can be employed to help to solve the problems of 
regional planning, we shall examine the goals of the plan. 
2. The goals of a regional plan 
The goals of a regional plan can be divided into two 
groups? 
a) goals which can be established by solving the pro-
blems peculiar to specific sectors (exogeneous goals). Par-
tial. analyses are then sufficient to evaluate the extent to 
which these goals can be achieved and to determine the pro-
cesses-by which such goals can be implemented-contributing 
to determine the values of some parameters and exogeneous 
variables. 
b) goals that can be assessed only by analysing the 
direct and indirect effects of certain actions on the whole 
economy (endogeneous goals). To determine the optimum level 
of these goals, we need to develop an econometric analysis 
of the structure of the economy. We can confine ourselves 
in setting up a descriptive model to ascertain the results 
of alternative actions or we can express the purpose of the 
action by a welfare function or functional to be maximized. 
In the former case after our analysis, we shall adjust our 
action in order to get results considered satisfying in re-
lation to the goals which we want to achieve; in the latter 
case a normative model has to be established to determine 
the optimum course of our action. 
3• Exogeneous goals of the regional planning for Piedmont 
In a developed region like Piedmont we can classify 
as goals of the first kind: 
1) the achievement of a satisfactory level for the pro 
ductivity of agriculture and the realization of new social 
and housing conditions for the population engaged in agri-
cultural activities. Given the technological possibilities, 
the socio-institutional obstacles, the instruments of econo 
mic policy that can be made available, we can estimate by 
what changes such productivity targets can be reached. 
2) Goals for the technological development of some 
industries which can be proposed on the basis of the actual 
trends and of the requirements of the international competi 
tion. In the actual stage of economic planning, the program 
mes of the big firms are to be considered as partial goals 
in framing the perspectives of separate industries in a re-
gional plan. New industrial activities can be conceived in 
relation to specific opportunities and requirements. Parti-
cular goals can be visualized in the industries which will 
be affected. The need for a more spatially balanced in-
dustrial structure may help to choose among such alternati-
ves. The specific goals to be proposed for some industries 
are then linked with the general goal of the optimum physi-
cal plan of the region.. Such a plan can be framed in 
all the required details only when the levels of all the 
goals of both kinds are assessed. 
Yet certain features of the plan can be proposed af-
ter some partial analyses. Those are the features suggested 
by the existence of productive facilities which are not con 
veniently exploited and by the minimum concentration requi-
red in certain strategic areas for a more balanced spatial 
distribution of economic activities. 
Having solved the specific problems which we have men 
tioned we will be able to make reasonable guesses on the va 
lues of some parameters (as f.i. the coefficients of the la 
bour productivities) and exogeneous variables (as f.i. the 
production of some industries which will be sold outside 
the region). 
4. Endogeneous goals 
The endogeneous goals are mainly those concerning the 
infrastructures. Social capital targets (hospitals,schools, 
roads, etc.) cannot be determined exactly on the basis of 
partial analyses: they depend on the various levels that 
economic activities can reach in the various areas which 
are characterized by different needs of adjustments in the 
social capital and by different marginal inputs of social 
capital for each additional inhabitant. 
On the other side, the level of the various activities 
and therefore the degree of industrial development of the 
various areas cannot be assessed without taking into ac-
count the level of the demand for the commodities required 
to construct the infrastructures. 
5• The two stages of the research for a regional planning. The 
sectoral analyses 
To make the regional plan projections we need therefo 
re to carry out two kinds of researches: 
a) sectoral researches to single out the exogeneous 
goals and to produce the estimates of the parameters and 
coefficients characterizing the structure of the economy; 
b) an econometric analysis by a particular kind of in 
put-output model capable of dealing both with the interin-
dustry relations and with the circular relations mentioned 
above, which appear as soon as we consider the spatial di-
stribution of economic activities. 
Analyses of the economic activities have thus been ma 
de mainly in order 
1) to make reasonable guesses on the national and in-
ternational demand for the commodities produced by the auto 
nomous industries: i.e. industries having a national-wide 
market, that are present in the region because of its loca-
lization advantages, or because of historical reasons. The 
production sold outside the region can be evaluated by sub-
tracting from the total production the quantity consumed in 
side the region, which is estimated ex ante. By an iterati-
ve process we can assure that the ex ante evaluation will 
correspond to the evaluation implied by the solution of the 
model. 
2) to single out the specific problems of the various 
sectors and the goals of the first kind. In connection 
with such problems, we can determine the most efficient 
tools to implement the regional policy. Then,as we have seen, 
it is possible to establish the level at which the goals can 
be reached and the consequences that the economic policy may 
have on the coefficients and exogeneous variables. 
3) to evaluate the coefficients and the parameters by 
which we can describe the actual structure, and to get in-
formations on the possible changes that such parameters will 
undergo in the future. Such changes may be caused by exoge-
neous events (technical progress, for instance, which exerts 
a great influence on the labour input coefficients). 
6. The distribution of economic activities in the ecological 
areas and the infrastructures 
The distribution of economic activities and of popula 
tion within the region has to be studied in order: 
1) to determine a partition of the region in ecologi-
cal areas. An ecological area is a connected zone equipped 
with social services and large enough to offer the facilities 
of the urban life to its inhabitants. Such a partition is 
made on the basis of the actual trends, of some technologi-
cal and sociological requirements and of the effects of the 
policy that can be pursued by the plan to reduce the day-
migrations of the workers; 
2) to determine the most efficient structure of the 
roads and public transport facilities, linking up the region 
with other regions and the urban and industrial poles of the 
various ecological areas with one other. For Piedmont, the 
research has led to one system only of efficient roads and 
public transportations, inasmuch as the relative importan-
ce of the various poles could be easily assessed in advan-
ce and the need for connections with other regions could be 
determined independently of the level of activity of the va 
rious industries of the various areas. In general the parti 
tion of the region in ecological areas and the determina-
tion of the best road and transportation system are two pro 
blems connected to each other that can be solved only by ite 
rative processes to be carried on together with the process 
of solution of the model. 
The partial analyses that lead to the partition of 
the region in ecological areas enable us to formulate a first 
set of estimates of the following coefficients: 
1) quota of employment of the i.th industry, which is 
occupied in the h. th ecological area ( ^ ^ ); 
2) quota of active population employed in the k.th 
area, which resides in the h.th area ( y,. ). nfc, 
Of course the values of these parameters can be re-
viewed, after the econometric model has been solved, and 
quantitative elements have been obtained, enabling us to de 
cide whether the ecological structure is adequate to the 
productive and demographic requirements. 
The analysis of the localization of the economic acti 
vities throughout the region is extremely important when 
we deal with a regional planning model. As a matter of fact, 
this analyses enables us to determine the amount of infras-
tructures and housing necessary in each ecological area as 
a consequence of the development which will occur in each 
one of them. 
The quantities of commodities of the different in-
dustries required for the construction of the infrastructu-
res are conspicuous especially in a region like Piedmont, 
where, because of the relevant migration inside the region 
and from other regions, the urban development is of a re-
markable size. 
The level of infrastructures and housing is of a para 
mount importance in establishing the level of expenditure 
of the local public administrations. One of the reasons why 
physical planning is needed, is the importance of external 
economies which are to be taken into account in evaluating 
the most efficient spatial distribution of economic activi-
ties and residences. 
In particular the choice of the industrial plants lo-
calization should not result only from private decisions, 
but also from the public actions to implement the physical 
plan. 
In the local economic policy, the problem of housing 
becomes more and more important because of the increasing 
percentage of subsidized houses construction.For this reason 
we deem it convenient to keep separated the demand for cons 
truction arising from housing and infrastructures needs. 
Owing to the reduction of employment in agriculture, 
which will continue during the next years, it seems reasona 
ble that the farmer's houses actually existing and in good 
conditions will be sufficient also in the future. 
The housing needs, in each region, will be determined 
essentially by the non agricultural population increase and 
the quota of the present non agricultural population,living 
in houses which will be rebuilt, because of their sanitary 
and habitability conditions. If we call pj the non agricul 
tural population living in good houses (i.e. houses which 
will not need to be rebuilt within the next 5 years) in the 
h.th area, and Z h t h e n o n agricultural population at 
the end of the planning period, then the housing needs in 
the h.th area will be proportional to: 7. ~P" n 1 h 
Supposing a standard density of one room per capita, 
the number of rooms which will have to be built is: Zh- ?.' 
n h 
We shall indicate by the value of "constructions" re-
quired to build one room. 
The infrastructures needed ±1 the region are proportio-
nal to the increase of the total population. Their constru-
ction involves an activation of the building sector and we 
shall indicate by CJ^ the value of "construction" required 
for the infrastructures needed for an additional unit of 
population in the h.th ecological area. 
While it seems reasonable to think that the value of 
output of "construction" for one room is the same in each 
area (the different values of the houses depending essential 
ly upon the different values of the sites) the amount of in-
frastructures needed for one additional unit of population 
varies according to the area. 
7• The model: Coefficients and variables 
The input output coefficients are defined in the usual 
way. Their estimate has been based a) on the actual data 
obtained by partial analysés through a sample for the small 
and medium firms and a census of the large ones and b) on 
the evaluation of the effects of the spontaneous developnents 
and of the actions aiming at the achievement of the exoge-
neous goals. 
The capital coefficients have been estimated on the 
basis of: 
a) the data on investments and productions which have 
been collected for a five years period by the partial analy-
sès; 
b) the assessment of the requirements of the industries 
to make their structures up to date with technical pro-
gress . 
The consumption coefficients express the quota of the 
household income which is spent in each consumption good. 
All variables are expressed in 1963 monetay units.On-
ly the level of activity of the tertiary sectors has been 
expressed by the number of workers employed. 
Such a level depends: 
a) on the number of workers employed in industries; 
b) on the household income. 
The coefficients of the tertiary employment for a 
unit of employment in industries and for a unit of house-
hold income are estimated on the basis of the actual trends 
and of the effects of the policy envisaged by the plan. 
The commercial activities enter into the model only 
as a sector producing services:the commodities are supposed 
to come directly from the industries at a value not inclu-
ding the value added by trade. 
As for the commercial relations of the region with 
the outside world, it is possible to determine only the ba-
lance between imports and exports out of the region (l).But 
we cannot determine the balance for the commercial sector 
since we cannot ascertain the values of trades of commodi-
ties acquired outside the region and to be sold in other re 
gions. This "autonomous" activity of the commercial sector 
is not very important in Piedmont. 
(1) IRES - Italconsult - Sema: "Strutture e Prospettive di 
una Regione" - Milano, 1962, pp. 698-700. 
The levels of activity of agriculture and tourism as well 
as their demands for goods have been estimated as exogeneous variables. 
We have distinguished the propulsive industries (jnostly 
automobile and office supplies industries) from the other 
mechanical industries. For the propulsive industrie we have 
evaluated the specific perspectives of the single firms. 
The exogeneous components of the demand for the pro-
ducts of each industry are: 
1) the demand for commodities used as capital goods by agri 
culture 
2) the demand for intermediate products by agriculture 
3) the demand for the products of construction required to 
make social capital up to date 
4) the demand by the public Administrations 
5) the demand from outside the region for the autonomous 
sectors 
6) the demand by tourism. 
Households incomes are made up by: 
1) the wage bill paid by the industries and the tertiary 
sectors, depending on the level of their activities 
2) the profits distributed by industries, which are supposed 
to be proportionate to their activities 
3) mixed incomes earned by small entrepreneurs and craftsmen, 
which include both capital and labour incomes 
4) predetermined incomes (not depending on the solution of 
the model) i.e. agricultural incomes, salaries of civil 
servants, incomes earned by people working outside the 
region (that have to be guessed before the solution of 
the model and then eventually adjusted through an itera-
tive process), pensions and social transferts by the Pu-
bl ic Administration to households. 
The endogeneous variables of the model are: 
1) production levels of the various industries 
2) employment in tertiary sectors 
3) non agricultural population of the various zones 
4) household income 
5) percentages of the demands for the various capital goods 
(houses and social capital being included) maturing over 
the period, that will be satisfied by the production of 
the last year. The demand for capital goods by tertiary 
sectors is supposed to be proportional to the increase 
in the level of its employment. Such percentages depend 
on : 
6) the rate of growth of industrial production,of employment 
in the tertiary sector,of the non agricultural population 
living in houses not to be rebuilt and of the population 
of each zone (see section 9). 
8. The list of the symbols. 
A. UNKNOWNS 
The unknowns expressed in monetary values are all in 1963 
prices. 
t h x. = value of the production of the j industry in the ter J 
minal year(j = 1,2 ... 16) 
ys = number of workers in the tertiary sectors (the transport 
sector being excluded) in the terminal year 
x^ = personal income in the terminal year 
z^ = inhabitants of the h.th ecological area in the termi-
nal year (h = 1,2 ... 15) 
g. = quota of the investiments of the industry for the J 
planning period to be imputed to the terminal year 
(which depends on the rate of growth rj) (j = l,2...l6) 
6 S = quota of the investments of the tertiary sectors for 
the planning period to be imputed to the terminal year 
(which depends on the rate of growth r s of employment 
in these sectors) 
= quota of the value of the houses to be built in the 
period for the non agricultural population to be impu-
ted to the terminal year (which depends on the rate of 
growth r c) 
= quota of the value of the social capital (roads, hospi 
tals, schools, etc.) required for an additional inhabi 
tant in the h. t h ecological area to be imputed to the 
terminal year (the quota depends on the rate of growth 
rh; h = 1.2 ... 15) 
t h 
rj = yearly rate of growth of production in the j. in-
dustry (j = 1,2 ... 16) 
r s = yearly rate of growth of employment in the tertiary 
sectors 
r c = yearly rate of growth of the non agricultural population 
living in houses not to be rebuilt in the period th 
rh = yearly rate of growth of the population in the h. 
ecological area (h = 1,2 ... 15) 
B. PREDETERMINATED AND EXOGENEOUS VARIABLES 
I) Values of production, of employment and of population 
parameters at the initial year 
o 1) x_j = current value of production in industry j (j = 1,2 
... 16) 
o 
2) ys = employment in tertiary sectors 
\ o 3) o a h = number of workers employed in the agriculture in 
the h. t h ecological area 
°cL = e m P l ° y m e n t i n agriculture 
o t h 
5) pj.x = non agricultural population of the h. ecological 
area living in houses which do not need to be built 
or rebuilt in the period ° th 6) z^ = non agricultural population living in the h, eco 
logical area 
• . o 7) fe^ = ratio between total population and active popula-
th tion in the h. ecological area. 
II) Employment at the terminal year in the exogeneous sectors 
1) ° h = number of workers employed in the agriculture of 
h. t h ecological area 
2) o = ( = 21 o.i ) total employment in agriculture a h 
3) o^ . = number of workers employed in the tourism sector 
4) og = number of workers living in the region and working 
outside the region 
5) o^ = number of workers and employees of the Public Admi 
nistrations 
6) ^ h = quota of the workers and employees of the Public th Administrations living in the h. ecological area. 
III) Incomes at the terminal year per unit of employment in 
the exogeneous sectors 
1) Pna = n e t p r o d u c t per worker i n a g r i c u l t u r e 
2) s^ = wage rate in the Public Administration sector 
3) s e = wage rate per worker employed outside the region. 
IV) Other exogeneous incomes at the terminal year 
1) T^ = social transferts from the "Comuni" Administration 
t h 
of the h. ecological area to the households 
2) T^ = social transferts from the "Provincie"Administrations 
to the households 
3) P = pensions paid to the households. 
V) Exogeneous components of the final demand 
1) = current expenditure on good i by the tourism sec-
tor 
2) D i 2 = current expenditure on good i for autonomous in-
dustrial investments 
3) = current expenditure on good i for investment by 
agriculture 
4) = current expenditure on single use good i by agri-
culture 
5) = current expenditure on good i for investment in so 
cial capital adjustment 
6) D ^ = current expenditure on good i by the Public Admini 
stration sector 
7) D^y = exports of good i. 
VI) Number of years in the period 
l) T = number of years in the period. 
C. COEFFICIENTS 
I) Technical coefficients for the intermediate commodities 
and for labour, and consumption coefficients (values at 
the terminal year) 
1) a±j = monetary value of commodity i used for the produc-
tion of a unit value of the commodity by industry 
j (i, j = 1,2 ... 16) 
2) a- = monetary value of commodity i used by the tertiary 1S 
sectors for the employment of one worker (i = 1,2 
. . . 16) 
3) o. = quantity of labour employed for the production of 
a unit value of commodity by industry j (j = 1,2 
. . . 16) 
4) o = quantity of labour employed in the tertiary sectors s 
which are complementary to the industry for the 
employment of one industrial worker 
5) o s r = quantity of labour employed in the commercial sec-
tors for the activity required in connection with 
the expenditure of a unit value of the personal in 
come 
6) c. = quota of the personal income spent on commodity i i 
(i = 1,2 ... 16). 
II) Technical coefficients for canital goods, houses and 
social capital (values at the terminal year) 
1) b±j = monetary value of commodity i employed as a capi-
tal good for the production of one unit of commodi 
ty 3 ( i , 3 = 1,2 ... 16) 
2) b- = monetary value of commodity i employed as a capi-
' IS 
tal good in the tertiary sectors in connection with 
the employment of one worker (i =.1,2 ... 16) 
3)60h = value of the social capital (hospitals, schools, 
roads, etc.) which is required for an additional 
inhabitant in the h. ecological area (h = 1., 2 
... 15) 
4) <5C = value of the houses required for one additional 
unit of the non agricultural population. 
Ill) Commercial coefficients 
1) ol. . = quota of the input a±j supplied by firms of the 
region (i,j = 1>2 ... l6) 
2) 01 = quota of the input a i s supplied by firms of the ' is 
region (i, = 1,2 ... l6) 
3) p ± j = quota of the input b ± j supplied by firms of the 
region (i,j = 1>2 ... 16) 
4) Pis 
— quota of the input supplied by firms of the 
region (i = 1,2 ... 16) 
5) ï± - quota of the consumption of commodity i for one 
unit of personal income, which is supplied by firms 
of the region (i = 1,2 ... 16) 6) e, - quota of the production of sector i which is expor 
ted outside the region. 
!V) Income coefficients (values at the terminal year) 
1) s ± = wage rate of industry i (i = 1,2 ... 16) 
2) s s = wage rate in the tertiary sectors 
3) Hi. = distributed profit margin of industry i (i = 1 , 2 
. . . 16) 
4) = distributed profit per worker in the tertiary sec-
tors 
5) J \ = distributed mixed (capital and labour) income per 
unit of production in industry i (i = 1,2 ... 16) 
6) yU/s = distributed mixed (capital and labour) income per 
worker in the tertiary sectors. 
V) Coefficients for the allocation of economic activities 
among the ecological areas 
1) ^ih = quota of the production of industry i localized in 
area h (i = 1,2 ... 16, h = 1,2 ... 15) 
^sh = 1 u o t a o f t h e tertiary activities localized in area 
h (h = 1,2 ... 15) 
3) = quota of the population increase induced by the in 
dustrial development of area k, which resides in 
area h (h,k = 1,2 ... 15). 
VI) Population coefficients 
1) ^ h = ratio between total population and active popula-
tion in area h ( h = 1,2 ... 15) 
ratio between active industrial population of the 
sector j (employed or unemployed) and the number 
of workers employed in industry j (j = l,2...l6) 
ratio between active population of the tertiary 
sectors and the number of workers employed in the 
same sectors 
ratio between active population in the Public Admi 
nistration and the number of workers employed in 
the same sector. 
VAT.UES OF THE EXOGENEOUS VARIABLES AND COEFFICIENTS 
B - PREDETERMINED AND EXOGENEOUS VARIABLES 
I. 2 : y.» = 309.521; 
I. 4 : o,»0 = 82.663; 
II. 2 : oa = 275.000; 
II. 3 : ot = 22.974; 
II. 4 : 0» = 13.000; 
II. 5 : oa = 99.164; 
III. 1 : pna = 0,01124000; 
III. 2 : sa = 0,01836265; 
III. 3 : s» = 0,01500000; 
IV. 3 : P = 3555,18; 
VI. 1 : T = 7 ; 
IV. 2 : Tt = 11,12. 
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C - COEFFICIENTS 
I - LABOUR COEFFICIENTS (FOR THE TERTIARY SECTORS) 
4) o. = 0,092871; 
5) o„ = 6,8948. 
I I - HOUSE CONSTRUCTION INPUT 
4) 8« = 0,01236750. 
I V - INCOME COEFFICIENTS 
2) s» = 0,00534960; 
4) i t . = 0,01026703; 
6) ( i . = 0,01247897. 
V I - POPULATION COEFFICIENTS 
3) p. = 1,050; 
4) p« = 1,000. 

C - COEFFICIENTS 
Zcmes 
CU - Social ca 
pital cosffi -
cients 
C V-Coeff. for 
alloc, of tertia 
ry employ, 
among zcmes 
e v i - Popula-
tion coeffi-
ciente 
3) u)h 2) U ') 
1 - Torino 0,0035152 0,5241 2,25 
Il - Ivrea 0,0030497 0,0244 2,17 
III - Pinerolo 0,0030936 0,0225 2,25 
IV - Vercelli 0,0029200 0,0293 2,24 
V - Borgosesia 0,0031)15 0,0147 2,08 
VI - Biella 0,0030470 0,0398 2,05 
VII - Novara 0,0030448 0,0594 2,24 
Vili - Verbania 0,0031756 0,0497 2,33 
IX - Cuneo 0,0032094 0,0312 '2,31 
X - Saluzzo - Savigliano - Possano 0,0032076 0,0255 2,32 
XI - Alba - Bra 0,0031061 0,0242 2,30 
XII - Mondovl 0,0030632 0,0180 2,36 
XIII - Asti 0,0030049 0,0340 2,22 
XIV- Alessandria 0,0029349 0,0826 2,38 
XV - Casale Monferrato 0,0028686 0,0206 2,26 
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9. The temporal features of the model. 
It seemed to us that it would not have been worth while 
troubling ourselves with the construction of a difference 
equations model to determine the growth of production, em-
ployment, consumptions and investment during the period un-
der consideration. This mainly because the solutions we should 
have obtained would have not been reliable owing to the 
harmful approximations one could not avoid when computing 
the eigen values of the system of so many difference equa-
tions . 
We decided also not to follow the method, suggested 
by Leontief and Chenery (l), requiring the construction of 
a chain model which considers separately the productions and 
employments of each period of the plan. In fact, by follo-
wing such a procedure, we cannot be sure to be able to sol-
ve the system by inverting its matrix of coefficents. 
We have then decided to follow an iterative process 
that will be explained later on. By this method we retrict 
our analysis to the determination of the values of the re-, 
levant variables in the terminal year. 
The particular formulation of the model is based on 
some hypotheses: - the rate of growth of each industrial 
sector is constant in each year of the planning period. Hen 
ce, letting r ± be the rate of growth of the i.th sector, 
x| the present value of the production of the i.th sector, 
and x i the value that this production will have in the ter-
minal year, we can write: 
(l) W. Leontief, Input-output economics, New Yorks 1956; 
H. Chenery, Inter-Industry economics, New York 1959. 
= (1 +ir,j1'*i1 
where T stands for the number of years of the planning pe-
riod. Since investments are proportional td the increment 
of production, they too will increase at the rate r^ per 
year. Hence the cumulative investments of the i.th capital 
good by the j.th sector ( l T ) are giveh by: 
cJ 
I„r = hilf'(\+r,y 
»=i 
where i° are the corresponding investments in the initial ij 
year. 
As variables of the model we have the amounts of the 
final productions. The differences between the final and 
initial productions give us the increment of productions 
during the whole T years period. Therefore we can express 
the cumulative investments as a proportion of such incre-
ments: 
IuT = bi, (*,-*<«) 
T The last year's investments (i ).are given by: 
ù,t = it,' (1 + r,Y 
and they represent the following proportion of the cumulati 
ve investments: 
it,' (1 + r,y 
" = E r ««(• (1 + r,)> 
Now, taking notice that: 
_ T i l + r,)T 1 
s (1 4- r,y - (1 + rj) £ (1 + r , ) — - (1 + r,) * f 
i - I ' • » 
we can write: 
" ~ ( 1 + r,Y- 1 
Therefore the investments of the i.th capital gbod by the 
j.th industry in the final year, would be: 
inT — bn t, (*/ — xi') 
Of this amount the proportion^^ comes from in-
dustries which operate inside the region. Hence the demand 
for the i.th good to be invested by the j.th sector and to 
be provided by the industries of the region is given by: 
Pu bit t, (*, — x,<>) 
Similar considerations have been made with reference both 
to the growth of employment in the tertiary sectors and to 
the growth of non agricultural population which determines 
the amount of new houses to be built, and to the growth of 
population in each ecological area on which depends the a-
mount of infrastructures to be provided. 
o Letting y and y be the employment in the tertiary s s 
sectors in the initial and in the terminal year, we have: 
y. = y.' (1 + r.)T 
where r stancfs for the constant rate of growth of the ter-s 
tiary sectors. By reasoning in a way similar to that done 
for the industrial sectors, it is possible to prove that the 
demand for the i.th good by the tertiary sectors for invest 
ment purposes, is the following proportion of the cumulati-
ve investment of these sectors: 
e M l + r.F-1  e'~ (l+r.)T-l 
Therefore the investment demand for the i.th good by 
the tertiary sectors to be satisfied inside the region in 
the terminal year is given by: 
P». bt, t, (y, — y.') 
The following relationship defines the rate of growth 
of the non agricultural population of the whole region: 
S = (1 + fe)T S pH' 
h ^ 
The proportion of the houses to be built during the 
planning period which has to be imputedin the last year is: 
«• - (i +T.)r _ l 
Therefore the demand for the products of the constru-
ction sector in the terminal year is represented by: 
c, S. 2 (*» - pk°) 
h 
The rate of growth of infrastructures in the h.th eco 
logical area is denoted by r h and is implicitly defined by: 
• I -
3th + Ok Oak Jf + Oh' 0.k') (1 + rh)T 
where O a h and ^ denote the agricultural population 
of the h.th ecological anea in the terminal and initial 
year respectively. The proportion of the cumulative amount 
of infrastructure to be constructed in the h.th area which 
has to be imputed in the terminal year is given by: 
r*(l + tk)T-1 
t k " (1 + r») r - 1 
Therefore the construction of the infrastructure in 
the terminal year will generate the following demand for 
products of the construction sector: 
S g» ta» [*» — Zh° + a» Oah — Oh' o«»°] 
h 
The expression under square brakets represents the 
increment of the non agricultural population of the h.th 
area during the planning period. 
10. The equations of the model. 
The equations of the model state: 
1-3) the production of each industry (for the non autonomous 
The equat ions of the m o d e l 
. 16 16 
1 ) — E ah aif xj — E bit et (xj — xj") — an, a„y, 
— p„ bt, e, (y, — y.o) — y< ti ** = E Du 
16 16 
2) (1 — «0 *< — E a« an xtj — E p,> ¿M e; — xt») — on, 
7 
— Pi. 6«.. e,(y, — y'.) — y, Cl xr = E A i . i-i 
16 16 
3 ) *14 — 2 a 1 4 j «J»* xlt — E Pi«, e1 4 (*/ — xf) — a u . alt,y, 
— Pl4» e» (y> — y>°) Yi« cu Xr — te Se E (*» — £»<>) — 
— E e» to» [¿r* — *»« + a» oah — a»® <>«*•] = E Du * j 
4 ) — a » E v » * E iinfio/xi — cr» E v*» p . y , + * » 
= o t Z v u t ^ t p i O i A = 1 , 2 , ...15 
16 
5) — E 0.0/** —0,rX, = 0 » 
. 16 
6) — e (ì> o, + 7ti + Hi) x, — (t, + it, + n,)y, 
+ Xr = 0. + O* + i , O. + E 7» -f Té + P 
7)-10) * = + r,)r jy. = (1 + r.yr E *» = (1 + ,,)T e ph. 
^ h 
ar» + c»o. = (ar»» + <j»»o.»)(l+r*)r / = 1,2,... 16 A = 1, 2,... 15 
» > - 1 4 ) = ( l + r # J P _ l i - 1 . 2 - 1 6 c = (1-f r,)T — 1 
r.(l + r.y-> r>(l+r»)r-' , 1 2 
" ~ (1 + r,)T - 1 * ~ (1 + n)T - 1 ~ ' 
industries the production not exported outside the 
region) must be equal to the quantities demanded as 
intermediate products and as a capital goods (for the 
quota charged on the last year) by the industries and 
the tertiary sectors, plus the quantities consumed by 
the households plus the exogeneous demand (for the 
autonomous industries the exogeneous demand includes 
also the exports outside the region). For the constru 
ction industry the demand for houses and for social 
capital has to be added 
the population in each ecological area depends on the 
population working in the various areas and resident 
in the ecological area. The population working in the 
various areas depends on the coefficients for the al-
locations of the industries and tertiary among the 
different areas 
the employment in the tertiary sectors depends on the 
variables which we have already recalled 
households' income is made up of the components alrea 
dy recalled 
the definition of the rate increase in the industrial 
production for each industry 
the definition of the rate of increase in the employ-
ment of the tertiary sectors 
the definition of the rate of increase in the non agri 
cultural population living in houses not to be rebuilt 
the definition of the rate of increase in the popu-
lation of each ecological area 
14)the quotas of investments, of the value of the houses 
to be built and of the infrastructures to be produced 
at the terminal year. 
1i. The solution of the model 
The model is not linear. To solve it we have single 
out the Leontief part of the model by transferring other 
terms including unknowns to the other side of the equations 
(the side of the predetermined values). We have then applied 
a process of iteration starting from an ex ante set of va-
lues of the various unknowns: the process has come out to 
be convergent and has stopped when differences between the 
ex ante and ex post values of the unknowns (resulting from 
the solution of the model),not larger than 3% have been rea-
ched. 
An iterative process has assured the equalisation of 
the ex ante evaluations of the region's demand for the pro-
ducts of the autonomous industries and the ex post computa-
tions provided by the solution of the model. 
The computation procedure has been planned in such a 
way that all explorations of alternative sets of guesses can 
be easily done: their economic,spatial and financial impli-
cations can be obtained very quickly. 
The solutions for the set of guesses which did result 
to be the most reasonable are given in the following tables. 
THE SOLUTION OF THE MODEL 
TAB. 1 
PRODUCTION AND EMPLOYMENT 
Industries 
Production Yearly 
rate of 
at 1970 growth 
Employment 
at 1970 
Yearly 
rate of 
growth 
1. Propulsive ind. 19.440 9,0 184.706 
2 Metals engineering 17.445 8,25 
264.618 
5.681 4,0 121.452 3 Textiles 
58.650 
4. Clothing 2.326 9,5 
5. Chemicals 5.731 10,3 56.720 
6. Food and drink 5.169 6,20 
43.135 
7. Leather 607 5,5 7.511 
8. Pulp mills and paper 1.132 7,4 17.233 
9. Non'metallic mining and mineral manuf. , 2.444 8,3 40.846 
10. Timber Furniture 1.280 4,0 31.637 
11. Hubber, tires and cables 2.348 6,5 
22.187 
12. Polygraphie Ind. and Publishing 1.314 9,0 
17.474 
13. Other manufactures 712 6,15 7.800 
14. Construction 7.996 9,65 
162.122 
15. Electricity, gas and water 2.609 10,2 
15.600 
16. Transport and communications 3.280 4,0 89.099 
3,30 
2,15 
—1,23 
1,90 
4,00 
1,70 
0,25 
1,25 
2,10 
—0,77 
1,35 
3,35 
1,10 
3,75 
2,45 
0,90 
TAB. 2 
THE SOLUTION OF THE MODEL - INVESTMENTS 
Investmente 
at 1970 
Investment! 
over the period 
1964-'70 
1. Propulsive ind. 1298 7121 
2. Metals engineering 1115 6267 
3. Textiles 190 1189 
4. Clothing 165 900 
5. Chemicals 474 2526 
6. Food and drink 125 738 
7 . Leather 23 140 
8. Pulp mills and paper 98 564 
9. Non metallic mining and mineral manufaattires 214 1223 
10. Timber Furniture 49 311 
11. Rubber, tires and cables 154 913 
12. Polygraphie Ind, and Publishing 92 508 
13. Other manufactures 25, 148 
14. Construction 150 821 
15. Electricity, gas and water 324 1757 
16. Transport and communications 359 2274 
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